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July 14, 1976 

FROM: • IM FIELD 

SUBJECT: First Lady Telephone Recommendations 

The attached calls are a continuation of recommendations for 
the First Lady from the group of Mississippi female delegates 
and alternates. As you know, this is a critical delegation and 
the calls are definitely worth the First Lady's time. 

I would appreciate your passing them along to Sheila Weidenfeld 
once they are approved. 
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How Should We 
Then Live? 

TO BE RELEASED IN EARLY 1977 

A GOSPEL FILMS PRODUCTION 
in cooperation with 

Stich ting de Evangelische Omroep of Holland 
(A Division ofDutch National Television) 

Billy Zeoli - Exeeutive Produeer 
Franky Sehaeffer V - Produeer 

Wendy Collins -Associate Produeer 

WATCH FOR the announcements of a 
series of special premiere seminars in 
major cities of North America featuring a 
preview of the film series with personal 
appearances by Dr. Francis Schaeffer dur
ing February and March of1977. 
The entire series will be available to 
Churches, Home Bible Classes, College 
Groups, etc., appi:oximately April l, 1977. 
For reservation or further information, 
write or call: 

GOSPEL FILMS, INC. 
P.O. Box455 
Muskegon, Michigan 49443 U.S.A. 
(616) 773-3361 

For further information on the book ver
sion, write: 

FLEMING ff. REVELL COMPANY 
184 Central Avenue 
Old Tappan, New Jersey 07675 U.S.A. ~""''"'"" . 

.r:'~~. ,!.'. "' - ·-~..,. 

A Not for Profit Ministry 

MIC 1948 

Photos M. Arshad 
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About the Series ... 

How Should We 
Then Live? 

THE RISE AND DECLINE OF 
WESTERN THOUGIIT AND CULTURE 

As the title denotes, Dr. Schaeffer declares that 
Wes tern civi}jzation is in decline having lost 
both its roots and its direction. DD.like most 
doomsayers, however, he proposes concrete 
answers by pointing up the problems, showing 
their origin in history and revealing pos-
sibilities for the future. · 

Beginning with the demise of Roman culture 
and civilization, which Dr. Schaeffer declares 
"fell from internal weaknesses, decadence, and 
apathy," he traces the development of the West 
through the Middle Ages and subsequent his
torical periods, making perceptive analyses and 
drawing enlightening parallels to our own day. 
Each half-hour segment was filmed in locations 
most suitable to the part of Western develop
ment being discussed, and there are many 
dramatic cutaways to relevant illustrations. 
Filmed on more than 100 locations in eight 
countries, using more than 250 specially~ 
acquired props, this million dollar produc
tion is an exciting, yet thoughtful visual spec
tacular that presents a flow of history, ideas, 
and cultural analysis from the Christian 
perspective. · 

Dr. Schaeffer, in collaboration with his son 
Franky, who produced the series, and a large 
group of researchers, wrote the basic text and 
narrates it in the film. 
A fully illustrated book expanding the filmed. 
material is being published by Fleming Reven; 
Inc. for simultaneous release with the film 
series. 



-------

Following are the titles 
of eaeh of the 13 episodes 

with a short synopsis: 

1. Aneient Rome 
... why is Western culture in decline? To find 
out, let's delve back into history ... Rome fell 
from internal weakness ... the state began to 
replace the old ideals as the unifying force in 
society. . . Christians were killed not because 
they worshiped Jesus but because they refused 
to worship Caesar ... the state ... so darkness 
descended... eventually learning was lost ... 
compare this early Roman coin to the later one. 
Clearly excellence was lost. .. 

2. The Middle Ages 
... a dark age ... or the beginning of a new road, 
at a certain point a balanced view of God and 
man was almost achieved... soon the balance 
was lost ... however there was beauty. Look at 
this intricate ivory carving made in Char
lemagne's Court... the church became cor
rupted. Towards the end of this historical 
period two movements were born ... the first, · 
the Renaissance; the second, the Reforma
tion ... 

3. The Renaissanee 
... they felt man had become of age ... Leonardo 
died a broken old man in the French Court ... 
and yet with all its grandeur, man starting only 
with himself looking for absolutes ... soon prob
lems presented themselves to the pure 
humanist ... here we have David. Look at this 
magnificent piece of marble made beautiful by 
the extraordinary genius of Michaelangelo ... 
and yet reason alone is not enough ... 

4. The Reformation, Part I 
... the diversity yet resolution in the music of 
Bach ... often there were blind spots ... the 
dignity of the individual was exalted ... 'law is 
king' wrote Samuel Rutherford... later of 
course these ideas were secularized ... however 
a foundation was laid ... 

I 

5 • The Reformation, Part II 
. .. freedom that never had been known before ... 
they knew man was fallen but Biblical teachings 
had given them truth, true truth about them
selves ... van Eyck's 'Marriage Supper of the 
Lamb'... see the glorious detail... the overall 
message is clear ... more and more checks and 
balances came to be established ... 

6. The Enlightenment 
... what were law, truth, the absolute princi
ples ... could man alone find them? ... the 
French revolution in contrast to the gradual 
social change in England ... one bloody, one 
bloodless ... by what was the State to be 
judged? ... 

7 • The Rise and Breakdown 
of Modern Seienee 

... the Christian view of an orderly universe 
coming from a reasonable God was the basis on 
which the early scientists felt they could 
reasonably investigate the universe and make 
their deductions. How did they propose to trust 
the results of their experiments?... look at 
Galileo with his telescope ... 

8. The Breakdown of Philosophy 
. .. science soon became technology ... later still 
the whole purpose would be questioned ... ran
dom results taken from a random and chance 
universe ... objectivity, what is it beyond the 
integrity of the individual ... the scientist ... this 
is the DNA code ... 
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9 • Modern Philosophy, 
Modern Theology 

... a breakdown took place. . . the old ideal of a 
unified field of knowledge was given up ... 
reason and life were no longer unified ... reason 
it was thought led only to pessimism ... liberal 
theology had no real answers either... anti
philosophy was taught as a philosophy in it
self. . . the basis for checks and balances were 
gone ... man saw himself increasingly as only a 
machine ... 

10. Modern Arts 
... light from the object to the eye ... look at this 
Monet ... Monet ... T.S. Eliot and his 'Waste-
land' represented ... later in Piccaso's Les De-
moiselles d'Avignon fragmentation was carried 
even further .. . . the new films became the most 
popularized vehicle of modern philosophy .. . 
Fellinni was soon to direct his most important 
film... reality and non-reality eventually be
came blurred. , . 

11. Our Soeiety 
... drllgs as an ideology were used ... first Aldous 
Huxley then later on ... growing apathy replaced 
activism and soon the only values were personal 
peace and afiluence at any price ... 

12. Manipulation And 
The New Elite 

... the new elites will not be molded on the old 
form of Hitler and Stalin ... rather manipulative 
authoritarianism ... new methods of manipula-
tion are available . .. these men are serious and 
have working programs ... a vacuum was left as 
the absolutes receded ... just as in ancient 
Rome... soon the lost freedoms to maintain 
a:filuence and a trouble-free existence ... genetic 
engineering... technological manipulation ... 
sociological law began to replace the ancient 
traditions of. . . · 

13. The Alternatives 
. .. chaos ... authoritarian society ... a return to 
the base ... the choice is ... 

Tue main emphasis of the series can be seen as 
three-fold: 

• The twin development of humanism and 
Christianity in Western culture, the results 
they brought, and our cultural heritage. 

• The death of the humanistic ideal and de
cline of the Christian consensus. 

• The final humanistic dilemma and the 
threats to freedom of the individual. The 
Christian world-view and its answers. 

In the final analysis Dr. Schaeffer says that the 
real question is not one of the political left 
versus the right, middle class versus worker, or 
youth versus age, but rather the integrity of the 
individual versus a growing technological au
thoritarianism, bred of an age whose only 
absolute is that all things are relative and that 
no absolute exists. Dr. Schaeffer ponders the 
chances that today's accepted human freedoms 
have in the West for survival, and offers a 
concrete alternative to their demise. 

This series is one of the most original and 
innovative analyses of past history and our 
present age that has been made on film, in 
documentaryJorm. · 

Dr. Schaeffer's conclusions about the future 
are deeply perceptive, and his positive alter
native presents a genuine challenge to 20th 
century Man. 



For further information on rentals and distribution of 
the film series apply to : 

The Schaeffer Film Project 
Box 455 
Muskegon, Michigan 49443 
U.S.A. 

For further information on the expanded book ver
sion apply to : 

The Schaeffer Book Project 
Fleming H. Revell Company 
184 Central Avenue 
Old Tappan, New Jersey 07675 
U.S. A. 

Written and narrated by 
Executive Producer 
Created and Produced by 
Associate Producer 

' Director of Post-Produc
tion 
Adapted for the Screen 
and directed by 

Cinematography by 

Dr. Francis Schaeffer 
Billy Zeoli 
Franky Schaeffer V 
Wendy Collins 
Heinz Fussle 

John Gonser 

Alan Hall 
Harry Konig 
Earl Miller 

Sound Werner Walter 

Assistants to the Producer Linny Dey 
Bill Linton 

Assistant to the Director Anita Benedict 

Assistant Cameraman Mustafa Arshad 

Chief Grip Skip Collins 

Research Consultants Dr. Jeremy Jackson 
Dr. Hans Rookmaaker 
Jane Stuart Smith 

Film Editors 

Production Assistants 

John and Sandra Bazlinton 

Wendula Roudnicka 
Verena Bohunicky 

Francesca Boesch 
Jim Buchfuehrer 
John and Sandra Bazlinton 
Udo Middelmann 
Claudine Tapernoux 

A GOSPEL FILMS 

FRANKY SCHAEFFER V PRODUCTION 
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ABOUT THE PROJECT 

This venture is a thirteen-part filmed documentary se 
ries called «How Should We Then Live?» subtitled 
THE RISE AND DECLINE OF WESTERN THOUGHT 
AND CULTURE. As the title denotes, Dr. Schaeffer 
feels that the West is in decline and has lost not only 
its roots, but its direction. Unlike most doomsayer~. 
however, he proposes concrete 'answers, as he points 
to the problems, their origins in history, and the pos
sibilities for the future. 
Beginning with the death of Rom~n culture and civili
zation, which he says, «fell from internal weaknesses, 
decadence, and apathy,» he goes on tracing the de
velopment of the West through the Middle Ages and 
subsequent historical. periods, making perceptive a
nalyses and drawing enlightening parallels to our 
own day, with a, long, hard, and speculative look at 
the future. 
Each segment is one half-hour long, and has been 
shot in locations most suitable to the part of Western 
development being discussed, with many dramatic 
cut-aways to relevant illustrations. 
Filmed in over 100 locations in eight countries and 
using more than 250 specially-acquired props at a to
tal production cost of one and a half million dollars, 
the series is an exciting, yet thoughtful visual specta
cular presenting a flow of history, ideas, and cultural 
analysis from the Christian perspective. --
Dr. Schaeffer, in collaboration with a large group of 
researchers and his son Franky Schaeffer, the produ
cer, has written the basic text and narrates it both in 
person and voice on the f ilm. 
A fully illustrated book of the expanded material is 
being published simultaneously with the release of 
the film by Fleming Revell. The working titles and a 
short synopsis of each episode follow: 

The Thirteen Episodes, Each Thirty Minutes Long, 
16 mm Color Film 

I. ANCIENT ROME 

« ... why is Western culture in decline ? To find out, 
let's delve back into history ... Rome fell from internal 
weakness ... the state began to replace the old ideals 
as the unifying force in society ... Christians were 
killed not because they worshipped Jesus but becau
se they refused to worship Caesar... the state... so 
darkness descended ... eventually learning was lost... 
compare this early Roman coin to the later one. 
Clearly excellence was lost...» 



\ 
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II. THE MIDDLE AGES 
"··· a dark age ... or the beginning of a new road ... at 
a certain point a balanced view of God and man was 
almost achieved ... soon the balance was lost... how
ever there was beauty. Look at this intricate ivory car
ving made in Charlemagne's Court... the church be
came corrupted. Towards the end of this historical 
period two movements were born ... the first, the Re
naissance; the second, the Reformation ... » 

Ill. THE RENAISSANCE 
" ···they felt man had become of age ... Leonardo died 
a broken old man in the French Court ... and yet with 
all its grandeur man starting only with himself looking 
for absolutes ... soon problems presented themselves 
to the pure humanist... here we have David. Look at 
this magnificent piece of marble made beautiful by 
the extraordinary genius of Michaelangelo ... and yet 
reason alone is not enough ... » 

IV. THE REFORMATION, PART I 
" ··· the diversity yet resolution in the music of Bach ... 
often there were blind spots ... the dignity of the indi
vidual was exalted ... 'law is king' wrote Samuel Ru
therford ... later of course these ideas were secular
ized ... however a foundation was laid ... » 

V. THE REFORMATION, PART II 
" ··· freedom that never had been known before ... they 
knew man was fallen but Biblical teachings had gi
ven them truth, true truth about themselves ... van 
Eyck's 'Marriage Supper of the Lamb' ... see the glo
rious detail... the overall message is clear ... more and 
more checks and balances came to be established ... » 

VI. THE ENLIGHTENMENT 
" ···what were law, truth, the absolute principles ... 
could man alone find them ? ... the French revolution 
in contrast to the gradual social change in England ... 
one bloody, one bloodless ... by what was the State 
to be judged ? ... » 

VII. THE RISE AND BREAKDOWN OF MODERN 
SCIENCE 

" ··· the Christian view of an orderly universe coming 
from a reasonable God was the basis on which the 
early scientists felt they could reasonably investigate 
the universe and make their deductions. How did they 
propose to trust the results of their experiments ? ... 
look at Galileo with his telescope ... » 

VIII. THE BREAKDOWN OF PHILOSOPHY 
" ··· science soon became technology ... later still the 
whole purpose would be questioned ... random results 



taken from a random and chance universe ... objecti
vity, what is it beyond the integrity of the individual... 
the scientist... this is the DNA code ... » 

IX. MODERN PHILOSOPHY, MODERN THEOLOGY 
"··· a breakdown took place ... the old ideal of a unified 
field of knowledge was given up... reason and life 
were no longer unified ... reason it was thought led 
only to pessimism ... liberal theology had no real ans
wers either ... anti-philosophy was taught as a philo
sophy in itself ... the basis for checks and balances 
were gone ... man saw himself increasingly as only a 
machine ... » 

X. MODERN ARTS 

"···light from the object to the eye ... look at this Monet 
... Manet... T. S. Eliot and his 'Wasteland' represented 
... later in Piccaso's Les Demoiselles d'Avignon frag
mentation was carried even further ... the new films 
became the most popularized vehicle of modern phi-
losophy ... Fellinni was soon to direct his most impor-
tant film ... reality and non-reality eventually became 
blurred ... » 

XI. OUR SOCIETY 

" ··· drugs as an ideology were used... first Aldous 
Huxley then later on ... growing apathy replaced acti
vism and soon the only values were personal peace 
and affluence at any price ... » 

XII. MANIPULATION AND THE NEW ELITE 
"··· the new elites will not be molded on the old form 
of Hitler and Stalin ... rather manipulative authoritari-
anism ... new methods of manipulation are available .. . 
these men are serious and have working programs .. . 
a vacuum was left as the absolutes receded ... just as 
in ancient Rome ... soon the lost freedoms to maintain 
affluence and a trouble-free existence ... genetic engi-
neering ... technological manipulation ... sociological 

law began to replace the ancient traditions of ... » 

XIII. THE ALTERNATIVES 
« •.. chaos ... authoritarian society... a return to the 
base ... the choice is ... » ...... . 

The main emphasis of the series can be seen as 
three-fold : 

The twin development of humanism and Christianity 
in Western culture, the results they brought, and our 
cultural heritage. 

The death of the humanistic ideal and decline of the 
Christian consensus. 

Photos M. Arshad 

The final humanistic dilemma and the threats to free
dom of the ' Individual. The Christian world-view and 
Its answers. 

In the final analysis Dr. Schaeffer says that the real 
question is not one of the political left versus the 
right, middle class versus worker, or . youth versus 
age, but rather the Integrity of the Individual versus a 
growing technological authoritarianism, bred of an 
age whose only absolute I~ that all things are relative 
and that no absolute exists. Dr. Schaeffer ponders 
the chances that today's accepted human freedoms 
have In the West for survival, and offers a concrete 
alternative to their demise. 
This series is one of the most original and innovative 
analyses of past history and our present age that has 
been made on film, in documentary form . 
Dr. Schaeffer's conclusions about the future are deep
ly perceptive, and his positive alternative presents 
a genuine challenge to 20 th century Man. · 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

GUIDANCE PLEASE FYI 

LIZ O'NEILL 
East Wing 
x 2520 
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o postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States 

Postage will be paid by 

House Beautiful 
250 West 55th Street 

New York, N.Y. 10019 
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-- ------

First Class 
Permit No. 5 

New York, N.Y 



Let the Magic into Your 
. Home ... then capture it 

withffouse 
Beautiful! 

House Beautiful is your month-by-month guide to 
the good life. with exciting, yet cost-saving and prac
tical ideas on ... decorating ; .. remodeling ... fur
niture ... furniture arrangement ... accessories ... 
.new kitchen elegance ... secrets of color selection 
... gardening ... landscaping. 

Plus lively features on entertaining, gourmet foods, 
wines, travel, good books, music, new hobbies, and 
new places to go. 

Living graciously is what HOUSE BEAUTIFUL is 
all about! 

"YES! I accept this Special Off~r from 

HouseBeauttful ~=~~~r:ce 
D Send me I year for only $697 
( I save $5.03 from single-copy cost) 

$1394 (I save $10.06 from 
D I prefer 2 years for only single-copy cost) 

D Payment is enclosed (or) . D Bill me ____ _ 
Initial Here 

NAME (please print) 

ADDRESS 

Your first copy will be on its way to you in six to CITY STATE 
twelve weeks. Watch for it! HOUSE BEAUTIFUL $1.00 a copy. 

ZIP 
Town & Country 

TT6Hll 
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P RESIDENT THE 'S SCHEDULE 

Sunday - 21 1975 December • 

BillyZeoli -Reverend 

l Office. The Ova George Bush - m 

Mr. The Cabinet Roo . A peals -OMB Budget p 
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THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

WEATHER FORECAST FOR 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 25, 1975 

CLOUDY WITH LIGHT RAIN. 

MAXIMUM TEMPERATURE: LOW 
SEVENTIES. 

,:'f'~s, 
_, 



NOT TSSD ED 
THE PRESIDENT'S SCHEDULE 

Saturday - October 25, 1975 

9:30 --. Secretary Henry A. Kissinger - The Oval Office. 

10:30 Mr. Donald Rumsfeld and Mr. Richard B. Cheney. 
The Oval Office. 

/ 

# 4:00 TENNIS. 
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I 01 lur.ppy t:IJ bm<t .tlt4t IJOU. de uJOl}ht.s .tilt. 
boou · o• t&e. ~ Heu~. l ua AUu.te; pu 
«7e. 4lte. all. Jv.6t «.6 :M M you DH £fW1tt 
~au Q6 ·: .u. . . al.d. ~ . bt. u~4ll.g . ,~g tke ~ yfillt. 
J ~ .tkt. bu.t Ume. would IJJIU>babtg be. 
clo4 Vt. tl> Spllbtg. Oll SutllteA whu tlte. we.4.thVL 
wilt be.. mu.ch llOU pluuant. 1 iulU. do aiJ 
&Mt bJ 6iJid, .& peJt't.d tt. i01t pu ~ 
6i .(Jt toiicli. 

l.t .la .aa nJ..e.t. bl fuwt4 thctt gou wtllt. 
abtlt u '6peltd. .the htttl.d«Y' wUh """" 
g1Utnd6on.. We. l.Dve.d. beblg t#gt.tAeil bt. 
lltLlt «gdlt. JCWU) tluJlg aJo,,A kU 
b.ud u.d CtDte bcWi 61.tl.b&g "' i., he. h4d. 
gotten a. good 4"1.t ht the. 4411. Hudt.u.6 
.to '4fl.fJ, we both 11.U.d ~ 6o.t. .the. yt«A 
tdt.ead. Mllz~,. ~' Stt.ve. ad Jcct ~ 
all. htJ¥.t. t0Jt 4 CDapte. Ot t/4g4 46.tc.t: 
Chltu.tmru .iO lft ~ gll.4tt.6d. 40Jt & 
oppoltt1l1cltJ.l 1.o .tpud 40a il.ddltiJllULt t.lJne. 
60Uh tits 4.laef. oUJt vlWttl.oa «la6 cat 40 
.6holtit. Stc.6411 &ugh. 1.uu, tkei..ded bl 4.tJl.g 
bt Va.it no.t 4 4Gi1 llOAL wu.fu -- 4ltd. Ck lllU4 
fuvt al.lwuJ.tJ! 

]CIVl.q jo.UU, Ullth ._ hr 4UdiAg OWL VVUJ 
but, u.d I .U.U. bl. ht toueh ~ glllA. .6houtg. 

Fondf.;g# 

Mu. WJu.vi. M. Gocb4i.n 
Polt.te.Jr. Hil.l.4, Apa,t:tment B 241 
3600 wt: Fult.on St:Jt.t.e.t 
G.IUUld Rapi.d.6, IUc.kiga.n 49506 
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MM. Fond: 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

John Ulb.tUc.ht undeM:ta..nd6 c.o mple.tellj and -0 en.d6 
hA.-6 veJLlj beJ.it to !JOU and the PneJ.iident. The 
infioJtmation !JOU gave him i-6 ex.ac.illj what he 
n.eed6 to make the appnop.!Uate adjut:itmen:t.6. 
He look-0 fio!t.Wa!td to -Open.ding a 6ew min.uteJ.i 
w..Lth tjou in making c.han.geJ.i that will plea.J.ie 
the Pnuident upon hA.-6 ne.tuJtn. to the -OtateJ.i. 
He will -0e.t up an appointment th!tough tL6 to 
keep thi-6 c.on.fiidentiaL He i-6 looking fio!t.Wa!td 
to -0eung both !Jou and the PneJ.iident -0oon. 
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